HOW TO GET TO GRANADA
Granada is located in southern Spain, at the east of the Andalusian region and is easily
accessible from all parts of the country.

Getting to Granada by Train
Granada city centre is provided of a High Speed train (AVE) station. The train journey
to Granada from Madrid takes about three hours and twenty minutes. To check
schedules and train you can visit the Renfe website and book online;
http://www.renfe.com/EN/viajeros/index.html
http://www.andalucia.com/travel/trains/ave.htm

Outside of the Granada AVE station gate there is an interchange stop connecting to the
Metropolitan of Granada, a Light Metro. Thus, one can go to the “Palacio de
Deportes” stop, located 100 m to the Hotel Abades Nevada venue of the BSP congress;
At the same metro stop you can buy tickets:
Granada Metro https://metropolitanogranada.es/
Ø Single ticket 1.35€
Ø Bonus of 5 €, the ticket goes to 0.82€/travel and with it you can move around the
city every day of the congress.
Arrive in Granada by airplane
Granada-Jaén International Airport (GRX; https://granadaairport.com/#/searchcars) works
with the Spanish airline Iberia and offers flights to national destinations, such as
Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao and Tenerife; and international, such as London, Paris and
Milan. Airlines operating at Granada airport; Iberia, Air Europa, easyJet and Vueling.
Airport transfers to Granada
Bus:
The option chosen by most travellers is the bus. There is usually a bus available thirty
minutes after the landing of each flight. The ticket costs 3€ and you can buy it directly
on the bus. The journey is about 45 to Granada, including the Bus Station Stop, where
you can take the Metro of Granada to the “Palacio de Deportes” close to the congress
hotel. Stops where you can buy tickets:
Cab:
You can take a taxi from the airport to the hotel or anywhere in the city. The road trip
to the center of Granada is about 30 minutes and the fare is between 25 and 30
euros from Monday to Friday and 35 euros on weekends.

